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let’s continue 1.50pm



who every gave an interview? 
an article written in the press about a project?

<raise your hand>



what are some tech outlets / magazines you read?

<30sec brainstorming>



what are some tech outlets / magazines you read?
• New Scientist 
• MIT Technology Review 
• Gizmodo 
• Wired 
• MAKE magazine 
• Creative Applications



the moment you see an article about it,
the invention is already several years old:
• from idea to submitted paper ca. 12 months 
• from submission to acceptance: min. 6 months (can be years) 
• press comes afterwards 
• so idea is already 2 years old when you hear about it for the 

first time 
• don’t jump on sth that was just announced in the news because 

you are already too late (e.g. Kinect)

-> read research papers, talk to friends



how to pick a product name



name:

laser cutter

tagline:

any thoughts  
on the name and tagline?

<30 sec brainstorming>



name:
tagline:

big sigh from an expert stand point 
but great for customers / marketing 



almost every product has a name + tagline. 
what are other product names that come to your mind? 
are they good or bad? why?

<30 sec brainstorming>

HoloLens:



how would you name your project?
what would be its tagline?

<2 min in teams>



let’s look at some examples  
and discuss if they are good/bad

(these are research papers, but same principles apply)



thoughts?

• hard to google, as lord of the rings is very famous 
• if you have not seen the movie, you don’t know what this is



• when you say it, people hear ‘fabrication’ 
• auto-correction in google

thoughts?



thoughts?

• overclaiming  
• (was not on purpose, just fully realized later : /)



laser cutting 3D objects? 
WHAAATTT?

overclaiming though
sometimes gets 
you a lot of attention

(of course not possible right now)

but people might
leave disappointed…



your project name will be used a lot!

every time you talk about it + 
every time anyone talks about it (press)) 

Ideally, it pitches the entire project
allows people to guess what it does + benefits



the good 
and the not so great 
press articles









tone



tone



know who’s the audience



know who’s the audience



one of my favorite journalists



keep good contacts!
I send him material again..



and again..



and again..



how to reach out
to press folks



 ‘submit form’ never works in my experience



 you can try to google a journalists name 
 but they never have their email address on their websites



the only thing that worked for me is to 
talk to somebody who has press contacts

you could talk to me and I get you in touch
if the project is interesting



 keep it short: main pitch 2-3 lines 
 include a video link + images they can use



content 
of a press article



write something that readers will enjoy reading/buy
what is the objective of the writer of an article?



advertise
what is your objective, why do you give interviews?

 
(your work, your work place, yourself 
to get a better job, make mom proud, 
in my case attract students + promote the lab…)



your objective & the writers objective can often 
be aligned, thus allowing for a symbiosis 
between your and the writer 

and sometimes there is no win-win  interview is a 
“negotiation/fight” over what will be written



what determines the contents  
of a press interview article?

<30sec brainstorming>



the questions the reporter asks? — nope 
it’s whatever you say

what determines the contents 
of a press interview article?



while commonly (mis)understood, 
an interview is not about answering questions 

instead, it is about getting the most favorable article written  
(= the next best thing to writing the story yourself) 



the next best thing to writing the story yourself…: 

this means: 
before talking to the press lay out the article you want 
written at least in your head



so now that you have your story, 
how do you get your story across?



#1 pitching 
#2 flagging 
#3 bridging



#1 pitching



your goal is to make the reporter write your “story” 

(again you need to have a story to write before you 
talk to the press) 



find somebody who is not your team mate: 

1. tell the other person in three short sentences 
what is cool about your project 

2. say it back to the first person, just shorter and 
more concise 

3. first person, say it again, even more concise 

4-6. switch roles and repeat

elevator pitch: give it a try!

<5 min>



ok, so you pitched the story. 

how can you make sure the reporter writes down 
your main statement / pitch?

<30sec brainstorming>



#2 flagging



say something “quotable” 
then make a long pause… 

long enough to be really uncomfortable, 
unless the reporter fills the time by writing it down

flagging:



in teams of two: 

1. tell the other person in your elevator pitch and 
one additional fact (e.g. a great side story, a big 
benefit).  

2.Flag that additional fact. 

3. switch roles and repeat 

<5 min>

flagging: give it a try!



#3 bridging



“Wow your presentation was great, the business 
plan for your startup looks really fantastic, and it’s 
great to see you have such a vast network of 
collaborators.  

How come I always hear MIT is only about 
nerds sitting in a basement?”

you are pitching your startup, the press person says:



Reporter: “How come you are such a wimp?” 
Interviewee: “I am not a wimp” 

Next day headline: 
“I am not a wimp”



another example: 

“Stefanie, what is it like to be one of the few female faculty 
among only males.”  

how do you respond? 



if you have a top tier research project to talk about, 
do not allow the science reporter to waste your main story 
to talk about the fact that you happen to have two X 
chromosomes.

(there are other outlets for promoting diversity)



“I did not want this to go into the article, but the 
reporter asked me. What was I supposed to do?”  

really? how do you prevent that?

<30sec brainstorming>



do not answer the question 
do not repeat the question either 

instead, use the magic words 
“that’s not how I tend to think of it” (non-quotable) 

then talk about what you want them to write  
(e.g., repeat your pitch) 

it feels weird at the beginning, but it works like a charm!



Often times you don’t even need the “that’s not how I tend 
to think of it. <repeat pitch>” 

If the answer to a question would not be favorable 
instead answer the question you would have liked to 
get 



press: 
“Stefanie, how was it when you started at Hasso Plattner 
Institute as one of the few female students?”

what I said: 
“When I started at Hasso Plattner Institute I really enjoyed 
the research opportunities the institute offered. In my first 
research project I developed XX.”

= bridging



example question: 
In an email interview I get asked “When will I be able to 
buy <research project of your choice> in the stores”

bad answer: 
“We are a research lab, our research aims 10 years. The 
technology is huge and clunky… but in 5 years” 

is it true? absolutely! 
but what contents in the article did you just produce? 
‘technology is huge and clunky’



example question: 
“Does the depth camera in prototype X allow for reliable 
tracking?”

good answer: 
“Yeah, the Time-of-flight camera was a really important 
aspect of our design, because it works in bright daylight. We 
think of this as being key to making imaginary phone truly 
mobile and ubiquitous.” 

awesome!



in teams of two: 

1. Interviewer: try to make the other person say something 
negative that is quotable. Interviewee: bridge. 

2. switch roles and repeat.

<5 min>

bridging: give it a try!



additional things…



for topics you are not an expert on 
(such as purpose of MIT,  
the purpose of the research lab you are in) 

refer to the person who is  
(your advisor, MIT administration) 



there is no “off-the record” 
if you say it, chances are they will write it



get even more control over the article: 
images: if you have pictures you like, send them 
text: try to review the article before they go into print



keep your sponsors happy 
mention “MIT” (or whoever your sponsor is) 
say it repeatedly



limitations…



can lead to weird situations. 
but again you don’t have to answer.

always make a friendly face and just say another 
sentence. never look annoyed - they might just cut this 
into the interview somewhere.

you know the techniques, but they also know them



summary



#1 pitching

#3 bridging

#2 flagging

before the interview,  
write down the story that you want printed 

a long pause after the main fact  
makes sure reporters write it 

“that’s not how I tend to think of it.  
<return to your pitch>” 



end.


